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2Even the simplest extensions of the Higgs sector can lead to dramatic changes in our ability to detect Higgs
bosons. Discovery prospects will often depend strongly on the type of collider, although given suÆcient
p
s it




collider is the best option.
Current data provide some important hints and constraints regarding the Higgs sector [4]. As is well known,
the simplest interpretation of the precision electroweak data is the existence of a rather light SM-like Higgs
boson (the preferred mass being below the LEP experimental lower limit of 114 GeV). The 1   CL plots as
a function of SM-like Higgs boson mass show that it is also possible to interpret the LEP2 data as being due
to a spread-out Higgs signal, e.g. several Higgs bosons in the < 114 GeV region, each with an appropriate
fraction of the SM ZZ coupling. Such a situation was considered in [5] (see also [6] and references therein). The
simplest Higgs sector for which this could occur is one obtained by adding a modest number of singlet Higgs
elds to the minimal one-doublet SM Higgs sector. For an appropriate Higgs potential that mixes the many
neutral elds, the physical Higgs bosons would be mixed states sharing the WW=ZZ coupling strength squared
and having decays to a rather confused set of nal states. If these Higgs bosons had masses spread out every
10  20 GeV (i.e. smaller than the detector resolution in a typical decay channel), a broad/diuse `continuum'







s  500 GeV would be guaranteed to detect even such a signal for currently anticipated integrated






























(200   250 GeV)
2
.
(In the SUSY context, even allowing for the most general Higgs representations, RGE evolution starting with
perturbative couplings at M
U
implies this same result.) This sum rule implies [5] that enough of the resulting
diuse excess in the recoil M
X












) would be conned to
the M
X








s = 500 GeV, despite the signicant background [7]. It is far from clear that such a no-lose theorem can
be established for this scenario at the LHC. In particular, the  decay width is reduced (due to less W loop
contribution) for each of the overlapping Higgs states. Meanwhile, the Wh and Zh production processes would
be weak for each of the individual Higgs bosons, h
i
, and these h
i
signals would be spread out and overlapping in
mass. The tth
i
signals might retain a roughly SM-like rate for each h
i
, but again the signals would be spread out
by experimental eects and overlapping, so that search techniques using bump hunting could not be employed.
A more popular SM Higgs sector extension is the general two-Higgs-doublet model (2HDM) with its ve













). An interesting question
is whether or not we are guaranteed to nd at least one of the Higgs bosons of a general 2HDM given current
precision electroweak constraints. The answer is yes, but direct Higgs detection might only be possible at the





1 TeV. One case in which this situation arises is [8] if the only light Higgs boson has
no WW=ZZ couplings and all the other Higgs bosons have mass
>

1 TeV. As we describe shortly, these heavy
Higgs bosons can be chosen to have mass splittings such that the S; T parameters fall within the current 90%
precision electroweak ellipse.































hh [11, 12];  ! h [13]. That
these processes might have reasonable rates follows from the couplings involved. It can be shown [9, 14] that
for any h with no (or very small)WW=ZZ coupling (both h = A
0
and h = h
0
are possibilities in the CPC case)









































(e.g. h = A
0
) couplings dened relative to usual SM-type weight.










) and are of
guaranteed magnitude. The  ! h coupling derives from fermion loops, and above we saw that not both the
bbh and tth coupling can be suppressed. Unfortunately, despite these guarantees for non-suppressed couplings,
there is a wedge-like region of parameter space where discovery of a light decoupled h will be quite diÆcult.
Turning rst to tth and bbh production, the former (latter) always yields signicant rates if tan  is small




! bbh always works if tan  is large
enough. But, even for high
p
s and L = 1000 fb
 1
, there remains a wedge of moderate tan  for which neither
process provides adequate event rate. The wedge expands to lower and higher tan  values as m
h
increases.
The corresponding wedge at the LHC is even larger. For the lower values of m
h
, double Higgs production

















s = 500 GeV
(
p








300). A careful assessment of
backgrounds is required to ascertain just what the mass reach of these processes actually is.
If the  collider option is implemented at the LC,  ! h will provide a signal for a decoupled h over a
signicant portion of the wedge region. The results from the quite realistic study of [13] are illustrated in Fig. 1,





 250 GeV. The crosses and pluses indicate 4 discovery points
after 3 years of appropriate running at the NLC. The higher TESLA luminosity for  collisions would allow
32yr I + 1yr II, combined NSD
(I) (II)
2yr I and 1yr II, separate NSD ¢ s
FIG. 1: Assuming a machine energy of
p
s = 630 GeV, we show the [m
A
0 ; tan ] points for which two 10
7
sec years of
 collision operation using the type-I (broad) E

spectrum and one 10
7
sec year using the type-II peaked spectrum
conguration will yield S=
p
B  4 for the A
0
of a general 2HDM, assuming all other 2HDM Higgs bosons have mass


























. Also shown are
the additional points for which a 4 signal level is achieved if the total luminosity is doubled or quadrupled (the `2' and
`4' symbol cases) relative to the 2+1-year luminosities we are employing. (In the LH window, the small black squares
indicate the additional points sampled for which even a luminosity increase of a factor of 4 does not yield a 4 signal.)
Such luminosity increases could be achieved for some combination of longer running time and/or improved technical
designs. For example, the factor of `2' results probably roughly apply to TESLA. Cuts and procedures are as described
in [13].
4 discovery for the additional points indicated by the circles and squares.
Finally, although we don't present details here, a muon collider would probably be able to provide 4 signals
for any h in the m
h
< 500 GeV wedge region after about 3 years of appropriately congured operation, assuming
the nominal Higgs factory luminosities discussed during this workshop. For more details, see [15].
Is the type of scenario being considered (a light decoupled h and all other Higgs bosons heavy) consistent
with precision electroweak constraints? In fact, it can be arranged [8]. For example, consider the case of h = A
0
and a SM-like h
0
with mass  1 TeV. The heavy h
0
leads to large S > 0 and large T < 0 contributions,
which on its own would place the S; T prediction of the 2HDM model well outside the current 90% CL ellipse
| see the stars in Fig. 2. However, large T < 0 contribution from the SM-like h
0
can be compensated by a





































































) term. The overall arrangement of this light A
0
case is further illustrated in the lower windows of





s (so that it cannot be observed














 1 TeV) so that
the S; T prediction is well within the 90% CL ellipse, while at the same time m
A
0
and tan  are precisely in




LC operation would not allow discovery of the A
0
.
However, this scenario can only be pushed so far. In order to maintain perturbativity for all the Higgs self





1 TeV, implying that it would be detected at the LHC. Giga-Z operation
and a m
W
= 6 MeV WW threshold scan at the LC (with the resulting ellipse sizes illustrated in Fig. 2)
would be very important to conrm that the S; T values were indeed those corresponding to a S; T location like
that of the blobs of Fig. 2. If no other new physics was detected at the LC or LHC that could cause the extra
4FIG. 2: The outer ellipses show the 90% CL region from current precision electroweak data in the S; T plane for U = 0
relative to a central point dened by the SM prediction with m
h
SM
= 115 GeV. The blobs of points show the S; T









cannot be detected in bb+Higgs or tt+Higgs production at either the LC or the LHC; the mass of the SM-like Higgs
boson of the model is set equal to
p
s = 500 GeV (left) or 800 GeV (right) and the heavier Higgs masses have been
chosen to minimize the 
2








6 MeV threshold scan measurement. The stars
to the bottom right show the S; T predictions in the case of the SM with m
h
SM
= 500 GeV (left) or 800 GeV (right).
T > 0, searching for a possibly light decoupled A
0
would become a high priority.











! hadrons) at low
p
s) with SM predictions for a

can be explained by the
existence of a light A
0




) gives a positive (negative) contribution to a

, dominated by the
two-loop Bar-Zee graph. As shown in Fig. 3, rather small values of m
A
0 and large values of tan  are needed
to explain the entire a

. In the indicated range of tan  > 17, the A
0
will be found at the LC for sure and
possibly also at the LHC. However, it seems possible that the a

discrepancy will turn out to be not quite





data alters the SM prediction. Smaller values for a

would be best explained by smaller tan  and higher m
A
0
values that could lie inside the LC/LHC no-discovery wedge region.
Extra dimensions and related ideas can have a tremendous impact on Higgs phenomenology. There is only
space for the most cursory of reviews. In the simplest model, SM particles live on a `brane' (3+1 dimensions),
and gravity resides in the bulk [18, 19]. The new physics scale, , typically identied with the string scale, M
S
,




is cuto by the string physics
at M
S
, a light Higgs boson would be natural in the SM. Small fermionic couplings could arise if the brane is
`fat' and the fermion elds (other than the top) are localized within the brane so as to have little overlap with
the Higgs eld(s) [20]. Some important results of these ideas are the following.
 Extra contributions to precision electroweak parameters from eective operators proportional to 1=M
S
510 100













FIG. 3: Explanation of new BNL a

value via a light 2HDM A
0
, from [17].
can be substantial, and in a fashion somewhat analogous to the 2HDM discussion yield an extra positive






1 TeV is required and other signals of the extra dimensional physics would emerge at energy
scales near a TeV.
 The KK graviscalar excitations could provide the mechanism for electroweak symmetry breaking [23]. In
the simple case studied, all SM particles live on the brane. One must minimize an eective potential










; ), where  is the usual Higgs eld, L
mass
contains the





















arises because gravity sees the energy-momentumtensor. Although  / 1=M
P
is small, there are manyKK


















with a coeÆcient whose sign depends upon the string regulation. It is possible that D < 0.












(of correct sign if D < 0). If D < 0, then V
tot
has a minimum at V () =
1
2D
, which determines values
for  and the 
KK
elds at the minimum. Expanding about the vev's, rescaling  !
b
 for canonical







WW=ZZ couplings for s
phys
(with tiny corrections); no fermionic couplings of s
phys
at tree level; and large
decays of s
phys
to states containing two graviscalar KK excited states (which are invisible decays).
 There is a possibility (for a normal EWSB minimum) of large mixing between graviscalar-KK excitations






interaction, where R is the usual Ricci scalar. This interaction leads to an addition to T








h (where h is the usual physical Higgs boson eigenstate in
the absence of mixing) and the graviscalar KK modes 
~n
KK
















mixing must be removed by rediagonalization, and the physical Higgs ends up having
some (invisible) KK-graviscalar excitation components and KK pair decay modes.
In fact, there are many models in which the SM Higgs decays invisibly. (Aside from extra dimension models
discussed above, there are models with invisible Majoron decays and the like [25].) Thus, it is important to
assess discovery prospects for an invisibly decaying Higgs boson. This has been studied for various colliders by




! ZX. For any
Higgs with ZZ coupling, the recoil M
X
distribution will show a peak. The LEP2 limit on a single Higgs with




! ZX events is m
h
 114 GeV [26], i.e. essentially
6at the kinematic limit, even after allowing for the most general mixture between normal and invisible decay
modes. The LC discovery potential for an invisibly decaying h with SM-like ZZ coupling would presumably
also approach the ZX kinematic threshold. What is possible for a Higgs with only fermionic couplings that




! Zhh. tth and bbh (all of
which provide an event trigger of visible plus missing energy) would all be useful. Discovery of a h with SM-like
WW=ZZ couplings that decays invisibly is more diÆcult at hadron colliders than at an LC. One would employ
Wh, Zh production [27, 28] or WW ! h fusion (with jet tagging) [29]. At the Tevatron [30], it will take
L > 5 fb
 1
of integrated luminosity just to surpass the LEP2 limit. At the LHC with L = 100 fb
 1
, Wh;Zh
production will probe up to m
h
 200 GeV; in WW fusion, the estimated reach is 300 { 500 GeV. For any




250   300 GeV
assuming L = 100 fb
 1
[31]. Of course, this latter mode, which relies on the tth coupling, is complementary to
the Wh and Zh modes that rely on the V V h coupling. Further work on both is desirable.
There is no space to more than briey mention Higgs triplet models. Higgs triplet representations with jY j = 2
are an integral part of any left-right symmetric model (LRM) in which neutrino masses arise via the see-saw
mechanism. Basic collider phenomenology for such models is studied in [32, 33, 34, 35]. The 2  2 notation

















: The most important new aspect of a Higgs











+ h:c: ; i; j = e; ;  ;












couplings. Limits on the h
ij
by


















( GeV) : A pre-1999













{ I have updated this limit to reect the BNL a

data |








(muonium-antimuonium). The most likely
case (advocated in [36]) is that h
0
i = 0, in which case  = 1 remains natural [1]. (In the LRM, the 
0
with
zero vev would be the neutral member of the `left' triplet. It would be the members of this `left' triplet to which
the ensuing discussion applies. The `right' triplet has very dierent phenomenology.) For h
0













production rates are predicted. The strategy
would be as follows. One would rst discover the 
  

















































colliders and study s-channel production of the 
  
in order to determine
the actual size of these couplings. For c
``
near current upper limits, event rates would be enormous [3, 36];
equivalently one can probe very small c
``




improvement over current limits would




are such as to be relevant to neutrino mass










production would be possible and would allow an
actual measurement of these very fundamental couplings.
II. HIGGS BOSONS IN SUPERSYMMETRY
Supersymmetry remains the most attractive solution to the naturalness and hierarchy problems. Further, the
MSSM implies coupling constant unication at M
U
 few  10
16
GeV and generates EWSB automatically via
RGE evolution from M
U
beginning with universal soft-supersymmetry-breaking masses. These very attractive
features argue strongly for the MSSM model or the simplest generalizations thereof that maintain its attractive
features. Overall, it is clearly important to consider the discovery and study of Higgs bosons in the SUSY
context [2].
The MSSM contains exactly two doublets (Y = +1 and Y =  1), as required to give masses to both up and
down quarks. Two doublets are also required in order that the anomalies generated by the higgsino partners of
the Higgs bosons cancel. Two doublets (and any number of singlets) yield perfect coupling constant unication
if the SUSY scale is m
SUSY
 1 TeV. (Actually, signicant MSSM matter superpartner content at 10 TeV is




) < 0:12.) More doublets, triplets, etc. would imply a need for intermediate-
scale matter between the TeV and M
U
scales in order to achieve coupling constant unication. But, if there are
extra dimensions, unication atM
U
may be irrelevant! As is well known, there are strong theoretical bounds on
m
h
0 deriving from the structure of the MSSM. (In discussing these bounds, we will take m
et
 1 TeV, but one
should keep in mind the earlier remark regarding some motivation for sparticle masses that are much higher.)





130  135 GeV is predicted, although extra dimension eects might allow
additional exibility. Adding singlets, as in the NMSSM [38] (where one complex Higgs singlet eld is added),
relaxes this upper bound on m
h
0 to roughly 140 GeV [39], assuming perturbativity for the new coupling(s) up to
7FIG. 4: 5 discovery contours for MSSM Higgs boson detection at the LHC in various channels are shown in the
[m
A
0 ; tan ] parameter plane, assuming maximal mixing and an integrated luminosity of L = 300 fb
 1
for the ATLAS
detector. This gure is preliminary.
M
U
. Adding more doublets lowers the upper bound. Adding the most general structure (Y = 2 triplets being
the `worst' for moving up the mass bound), and allowing the most general mixings etc., one nds (assuming
perturbativity up to M
U
) an upper bound of  200 GeV [40].

















91 GeV [26], implying that tan 
<

2:5 is excluded. But, this
analysis assumes m
et





0 predicted for a given [m
A
0 ; tan ] choice increases and less of the parameter space is excluded.
Allowing for CP-violation weakens the lower bounds on the MSSM Higgs boson mixed states and the lower




to have substantial invisible decays might substantially








! ZX channel would have to be relied upon much
more heavily. A LEP2 study of this scenario would be worthwhile.
Prospects for discovery of at least one MSSM Higgs boson at future colliders are excellent. Our discussion





in which the h
0
is quite SM-like with full V V coupling
strength. At the Tevatron, 5 discovery of the h
0
will be possible in q
0
q ! V h
0
(V = W;Z, h
0
! bb) with
L > 20  35 fb
 1
of accumulated luminosity, the larger L's being required for higher m
A
0
, depending upon the
8SUSY-breaking scenario. For tan = 20 50 and m
A
0 = 100 200 GeV (the higher tan  values being required





























is a very common
implication of RGE induced EWSB scenarios, it is most likely that only the h
0
will be seen at the Tevatron.
The LHC has somewhat greater sensitivity to the full complement of MSSM Higgs bosons. The best signals
for the h
0










channels. (Large rates for
h
0
production in the decay chains of heavy SUSY particles, such as the gluinos and squarks, are also possible



























 will provide good signals for the heavier Higgs
bosons. These signals have been studied by both the ATLAS and CMS collaborations. The exact reach of these








3 but below 8 to 15 (for m
A
0
= 250 GeV to 500 GeV, respectively), there is a wedge of parameter
space in which only the h
0
will be detected. An important question then becomes whether a high energy linear




in this wedge region of parameter space, or









if their masses are large.
Discovery of the h
0
will be straightforward at a LC, using the same production/decay modes as for a light
h
SM
. The high rates imply that precision measurements of the couplings of the h
0
will be possible, possibly





is fairly large [46, 47]. In
the simpler SUSY-breaking scenarios (e.g. maximal mixing or minimal mixing), detection of such deviations





500   600 GeV for L = 1 ab
 1
of integrated luminosity at
p
s  500 GeV, and


























pair production is impossible at the LC) and
if, in addition, [m
A
0 ; tan] lie in the LHC no-discovery wedge. Analogous to our discussion for a decoupled h of











If SUSY particles and a light SM-like h
0






are not detected we will be quite
certain that a set of heavier Higgs bosons must exist. The challenge is to zero-in on colliders/techniques for
discovering them.





could provide detectable signals. If we have some indication of the value of m
A
0





deviations), then we will know exactly what energy to employ. The expectations for a  collider are
explored in some detail in [13, 50]. If m
A
0
is known within  50 GeV, less than one year of operation of the
 collider with E










signal. But, if the
indirect determination of m
A
0
is believed to be unreliable, or the SUSY scenario is such that no deviations will
be present regardless of the value of m
A
0
, one must employ a dierent strategy. One possibility is  collisions
for LC operation at maximumenergy, presumed in [13] to be
p
s = 630 GeV so as to allow substantial luminosity
for E

up to 500 GeV. By running for two years with laser and electron polarizations and orientation such
as to yield a broad E

spectrum and for one year with the E

spectrum peaked at 500 GeV, detection of




! bb signal will be possible throughout much of the LHC no-discovery wedge region. This is




signal events will fall into a single m
bb
mass bin of size 10 GeV, as consistent with expected mass resolutions and predicted Higgs widths.
Because of lack of space, I only summarize expectations for a muon collider Higgs factory with energy in








! bb signal could be found, either using operation at
p
s  500 GeV and the bremsstrahlung (radiative return) tail or by employing an appropriate scan strategy,
for almost all values of [m
A
0
; tan ] in the LHC wedge region [15, 49, 51].
Of course, there are variants of these `standard' results that temper this relatively optimistic outlook.













































> 103 GeV lower limit from






































have substantial higgsino content. This latter is possible when  (and M
2
) are not large. (One




and  are preferred by current results for a

.)






discovery in various modes will be modied (at low





















; ee; : : : decays are kinematically allowed [2,
92yr I + 1yr II, combined NSD
(I) (II)
2yr I and 1yr II, separate NSD ¢ s
FIG. 5: Assuming a machine energy of
p
s = 630 GeV, we show the [m
A
0
; tan ] points for which two 10
7
sec years of
running using a broad E

spectrum (I) and one 10
7
sec year of running using a spectrum peaked at E

 500 GeV
(II) will yield S=
p




























The solid curves indicate the wedge region from the LHC plot of Fig. 4 | the lower black curve is that from the LEP
(maximal-mixing) limits, but is somewhat higher than that currently claimed by the LEPEWWG, while the upper solid















can be directly detected at the LHC. Also shown are the additional points for which a 4 signal
level is achieved if the total luminosity is doubled or quadrupled (the `2' and `4' symbol cases) relative to the one-year
luminosities we are employing. (The small black squares in the LH window indicate the additional points sampled for
which even a luminosity increase of a factor of 4 for both types of running does not yield a 4 signal.) Such luminosity
increases could be achieved for some combination of longer running time and/or improved technical designs. For example,
the factor of `2' results probably roughly apply to TESLA.




will be preserved. This,
implies that even if SUSY particles are light the widening of the h
0
-only LHC wedge at high tan will be
moderate (and the LEP2 limits mean that we do not need to worry very much about low tan ).
 Stop loop correction to gg and  couplings of the MSSM Higgs bosons can be substantial [2, 58]. In
particular, stop and top loop contributions to gg fusion negatively interfere, implying some reduction of
gg fusion production of the h
0
when stops are light, but also some increase in B(h
0
! ).
 Radiative corrections to Higgs couplings can result in early or even exact decoupling, i.e. cos
2





 Radiative corrections can also greatly modify expectations for h
0
! bb decays [47]. The important loops
here do not decouple when SUSY masses are large. In one extreme, for special, but not unreasonable,






is the MSSM doublet eld that couples to up quarks
(only), and B(h
0
! bb)  0. In another extreme, substantial enhancement of the h
0
! bb coupling occurs.
In either case, there are many implications for h
0









), and it is even possible that detection of the h
0
in its  decay










enhanced or suppressed, it is useful to note [44] that the LHC gg ! h
0





modes improve when the LHC, Tevatron W;Zh
0
[! bb] modes deteriorate. There is also complementarity





vary one nds that h
0
discovery will
occur at one or the other machine, even if not at both.






mode is robust regardless of how the h
0









detection are quite robust against complicated decays if pair production is not too near the
kinematic limit [60, 61, 62]. In fact, the precise decay mixtures provide an immensely powerful probe of the
10
soft SUSY breaking parameters. It is only necessary to separate dierent nal state channels ([3`; 2b], [1`; 0b], .
. . . | maybe 15 or 20 dierent channels) from one another and have precise knowledge of the eÆciencies for
dierent channels.
The above discussion was restricted to the MSSM. There is good reason to suppose that the Higgs sector
could have one or more singlets beyond the required two-doublets. Singlet Higgs elds do not disturb coupling
constant unication and lead to some very attractive improvements to the MSSM. The simplest model is the
NMSSM in which a single Higgs singlet is introduced [38]. (See [2] for a review and further details.) The








N , such that








superpotential term of the MSSM. In the NMSSM, there are three CP-even Higgs bosons (h
1;2;3
) and
two CP-odd Higgs bosons (a
1;2
), assuming no CP violation. As we have already discussed, we can add any








production at a LC, even if
the signals overlap. At the LHC, establishing a corresponding guarantee is quite challenging. Indeed, it was
shown in [63] that parameters of the NMSSM could be chosen so that no Higgs boson would be detected in
the modes for which denitive experimental results were available at the time of the Snowmass 1996 workshop.
The modes employed in 1996 were: 1) Z
?
! Zh at LEP2; 2) Z
?
! ha at LEP2; 3) gg ! h!  at the LHC;
4) gg ! h! ZZ
?
or ZZ ! 4` at the LHC; 5) t ! H
+









at the LHC. The regions of parameter space in which no Higgs bosons would be detected
were characterized by substantial mixing among all the Higgs bosons and moderate tan  values. This study
has been updated as part of the Snowmass01 and LesHouches01 workshops [64]. One important discovery mode
not conrmed by the experimental groups at the time of Snowmass96 is tt! tth
i
! ttbb [65]. The experimental
groups now believe that this will be visible [66, 67] if the h
i
coupling to tt is comparable to the h
SM
tt coupling.
In [64], the full NMSSM parameter space (excluding regions for which SUSY pairs or Higgs bosons appear in
Higgs decays) was rescanned including the tth mode with the result that most (but not all) parameter choices
for which Higgs discovery would not have been possible in the 1996 analysis would lead to one of the Higgs
bosons being visible in this mode. In addition, we nd (using the theoretical estimates of [68]) that essentially
all of the remaining `bad' portions of parameter space would lead to visible signals in the modes where one of
the h
i




. This illustrates the great importance that the
ATLAS and CMS groups should attach to further improving their Higgs discovery techniques, particularly by
adding new modes complementary to those already considered.
III. DETERMINING THE CP OF AN OBSERVED HIGGS BOSON
Determination of the CP properties of the Higgs bosons could prove very crucial to sorting out a complex Higgs
sector. At a LC there are many techniques based onWW and/or ZZ couplings for verifying a substantial CP=+
component. But the V V couplings are only sensitive to the CP=  component of a Higgs boson at one-loop level.
As a result, using such couplings it is very hard to see a CP=  coupling even if it is present. Since CP=+ and
CP=  couplings to tt of any h are both tree-level (t(a+ib
5
)t, where a,b is the CP-even, -odd Higgs component),
angular distributions of the t, t and h relative to one another in the tth nal state allow determination of the
relative sizes of a and b for lighter h's [69]. The best approach is to use the optimal observable technique [70].
At a LC, as long as there is reasonable event rate (which requires
p
s > 800 GeV for m
h
 100   200 GeV)
this is straightforward [70]. At the LHC, there will be a high event rate, but reconstruction and identication
of the t and t is trickier and backgrounds will be larger. Still, there is considerable promise [69, 71].
The CP=+ and CP=  components of a Higgs boson also couple with similarmagnitude but dierent structure
to  (via 1-loop diagrams). Thus, determination of the CP properties of any Higgs boson that can be seen in
 collisions at the LC will be possible [72, 73, 74] by comparing production rates for dierent orientations of
















For pure CP states, one will want to maximize the linear polarization of the back-scattered photons and adjust
the orientation (? for CP odd dominance, k for CP even dominance) to determine the CP nature of the Higgs
boson being produced. For a light SM-like Higgs boson, a detailed study [13] can determine that CP = +1 with




when these are closely degenerate (as








). For mixed CP states, one achieves better statistics by using circularly
polarized photons and employing helicity asymmetries to determine the CP mixture.
At a muon collider Higgs factory there is a particularly appealing approach using asymmetries involving
transversely polarized muon beams [49, 75]. For resonance, R, production with (a + ib
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, and  is the
angle of the 
+
transverse polarization relative to that of the 
 
as measured using the the direction of the

 
's momentum as the z^ axis. Only the sin  term is truly CP-violating, but the dependence on cos  is also




as they circulate around the
storage ring. Fortunately, this is easy to do and very decent accuracy is possible for the determination of b=a
for a Higgs boson after a few years of operation [76], provided the Higgs factory can achieve luminosities about
a factor of two larger than the current benchmarks.
IV. CONCLUSIONS
There are a large variety of very viable Higgs sector models. Experiment will be required to determine the
correct theory. The current and future machines and the related tools and techniques that have been developed
have reached a high enough level of sophistication that we should have a good chance of detecting and studying
the Higgs bosons of even rather unusual Higgs sectors.
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